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Simplify3D421Multicrack

create a new 3d scene as a multicrack object. a multicrack is a
kind of chain with two or more chain objects . the difference
from a chain is that a multicrack may contain chains that are
not parallel to each other. a multicrack can have fluid objects.

multicrack objects are used to represent volumes in 3d
modeling packages. the fluid object is a 2d subclass of

multicrack. a multicrack has a root chain. the root chain is a
single chain object with one or more chains . the first chain in

an multicrack object is the root chain. more than one chain can
be added to the root chain. the chain objects in the multicrack

object define the geometry. version 0.4.1 — the root chain
object can be set to have gaps in it. to enable gaps in the

chain object, use the make_gaps() method. to disable gaps,
use the make_gaps() method. the function is given a stereo
image and an initial alpha. it will return a constrained alpha

cluster, optimally filling that stereo image. use this approach in
the case where you want to constrain alpha to be at most a

certain value (to fit perfectly in the scene or for a 3d effect) or
add some limitation to the function. the constrained alpha is

returned as a vector containing all the clusters that were
constrained in the stereo image. if you don't need that

information, you may leave the parameter rotationsymmetric
as 0. the parameter alphasaturation is a factor between 0

(maximum alpha) and 1 (maximum saturation), which makes
the alpha be more saturated, for instance alphasaturation =.3

makes the alpha have 30% of saturation. the parameter
iterations is how many times the alpha was constrained.
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